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Dear Alex, 
 
 How are you? Guess what? I’m not staying at home all day anymore! I’m now 
an active member of an interesting club and I can’t wait to share my 
experiences with you. It’s called the Youth Club and it caters for the interests 
of young people. I’m sure you’ll enjoy the Youth Club too. 
 
 First, I want to tell you about the benefits I’ve experienced since joining the 
Youth Club. There’re a wide range of activities, such as hiking and camping. I 
particularly love team sports, because I’ve made many new friends when 
playing badminton. I always felt lonely before I joined the club, but now, I’m 
delighted and no longer worry about having no friends. Moreover, I've learned 
how to work with others and I now understand how important teamwork is. I 
remember that I didn't accept comments from others in the past. It’s 
undeniable that I have changed; I’ve learned to listen to the opinions of others 
patiently and be peaceful with others. In addition, I’ve discovered a new 
interest; I didn’t know badminton was such fun before, but now it’s really 
attractive. So, I play badminton with my friends whenever I have free time. 
Therefore, I don’t feel bored anymore. 
  
 Second, I must mention the reasons why I suggest you join the club. Since 
you often feel lonely and bored, you should participate in more activities to 
acquire experiences. For example, you can go hiking or play basketball. I 
believe that you’ll meet numerous new friends and broaden your social circle. 
It’s very likely that you’ll be more grateful and outgoing. Also, you can find 
your interests as the club offers many opportunities for you to try out different 
activities. After that, you’ll be glad that you’ve found what you like and will 
enjoy your new interest on a daily basis. 
  
 To sum up, the Youth Club is genuinely meaningful and gives you a carefree 
time. Join the club and I’ll see you there! 
  
Looking forward to your reply. 



 
Best wishes, 
Chris 
 


